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Quicksilver Activ 675 Sundeck  - Sundeck and yet a real fishing boat 

It was during the trial of Quicksilver and typed versions of "fishing", as the 535 Open and 675 Sundeck 

using this as a basis for taking pictures, the explanation of its usefulness for fishing was total. The range 

675 is particularly stable, it is one of its characteristics, which is not the only, but that is really significant. 

If you couple that has another advantage, before a specific, type Sundeck, which provides that borders 

the platefonne 4 m² and is totally non-slip, one begins to understand why this boat is also interesting for 

fishing! 

Ideal for luring  
Indeed, when taking pictures, the place was perfect and feel like taking a stick to try this position and 

miss was very strong. We can start, step, animate, in short, everything one needs to be effective. The 

handrail is high but does not hinder the shots, so no risk of typing the reel during movements. In 

addition, space is vast and ensures full power to run without asking questions, as is the case in the back. 

Indeed, at the front accommodations are limited, the risk of hanging are much lower. In the same idea, 

it is observed that the best hunting and surface activity, because it is widely raised over the back. It 

quickly becomes effective on the "fly". As soon as you move, it is clear that the great stability of the hull 

of the 675 made the difference. 

With big seas and ten nodes, one can easily stay up and keep his stick in hand. Being in the direction of 

travel, arriving on the job, you can start very quickly by taking advantage of using this promontory. The 

vision of the post and how to understand are not the same at the front and rear. And at the end of a 

morning of fishing, it only remains to see the results of the fishermen of their position on this ship. Its 

high stability makes all the difference and offers a great fishing potential. 

A Sundeck with other benefits 

Outside the framework of the pocket, the 675 Sundeck is a remarkable ship. It goes very well in the 

wave, allowing the whole family to spend time without banns being tired or sick. The rest area was 

"downstairs" can also enjoy a nap. The sliding door is convenient for access to open, even for children 

and adults between very easily in this space without bumping your head. One can easily sleep two to 

three children adults and place yet much of his material. It is therefore possible to allow the children to 

rest while you're trolling, for example because even if the front are really excellent for fishing lures, rear, 

in turn, can place rods to hang or to fish vertically. The place is not lacking and it is one of the 

advantages of this novelty 2011. 

A revolutionary hull 

 Retailer in the hull, we see that the Iines are pure and that the edges have softened angles, giving a 



purified air that has Activ. The overall finish is very neat and there is the little touches that make life 

much on board, including the driver and passenger seats that have real enveloping very comfortable. 

Also for the driver, the console is simple and there is a correct positioning of dials, which does not 

require the eye has to constantly seek to follow them. The windscreen is high, the handrail along its 

banks is easy to find in case of imbalance. It can greatly benefit from this support to go from front to 

back. The rear seat is the perfect place to navigate. The presence at the front of the console greatly 

limits the presence of air in the rear. Even if it is not very hot, it is possible to remain as protection 

against the spray is very good. The downside, in the back, once seated, you can not see ahead. 

It is clear that it is difficult on a boat to have a berth, a "fly" through the Sundeck and a rear view of an 

Open! It is indeed difficult to reconcile. But given the quality of the transition in the wave, its stability 

has assured us that the stop fishing with bow and internal arrangements, it is likely that fishermen 

family will no doubt see a boat measuring their hope. 

Pros 

 Incredible stability. 

 Flawless finish. 

 Ideal for fishing lures a more conventional front and at the rear. 

 Low vibration of the hull. 

 Good balance with the 150 hp Verado 

Cons 

 A simple little console and claim protection at the port, especially from the rain, because water 

is present, especially in the pockets. 

 A dashboard as it is currently shipping does not put the big screens of pollsters today. 

 The instrument panel as proposed does not allow the establishment of a definitive 

determination of a large sonar screen without hiding the dials. 

 

 


